Abstract. We consider a preconditioned Krylov subspace iterative algorithm presented by Faul et al. (IMA Journal of Numerical Analysis (2005) 25, 1-24) for computing the coefficients of a radial basis function interpolant over N data points. This preconditioned Krylov iteration has been demonstrated to be extremely robust and the iteration rapidly convergent. However, the iterative method has several steps whose computational and memory costs scale as O(N 2 ), both in preliminary computations that compute the preconditioner and in the matrix-vector product involved in each step of the iteration. We effectively accelerate the iterative method to achieve an overall cost of O (N log N ) . The matrix vector product is accelerated via the use of the Fast Multipole Method. The preconditioner requires the computation of a set of closest points to each point. We develop an O (N log N) algorithm for this step as well. Results are presented for multiquadric interpolation in R 2 and biharmonic interpolation in R 3 . A novel FMM algorithm for the evaluation of sums involving multiquadric functions in R 2 is presented as well.
1. Introduction. Interpolation of scattered data of various types using radialbasis functions has been demonstrated to be useful in different application domains [22, 7, 8, 26] . Much of this work has been focused on the use of polyharmonic and multiquadric radial-basis functions
where several classes of radial basis functions may be chosen for φ. Popular choices include
, and λ j are coefficients while P (x) is a global polynomial function of total degree at most K − 1. The coefficients {λ} and the polynomial P (x) functions are chosen to satisfy the N fitting conditions s (x j ) = f (x j ) , j = 1, . . . , N and the constraints
for all polynomials Q of degree at most K − 1.
Let {P 1 , P 2 , ..., P k } be a basis for the polynomials of total degree K − 1. Then the corresponding system of equations that needs to be solved to find the coefficients λ and the polynomial P, are µ Φ P
where Φ ij = φ (x i − x j ) , i, j = 1, . . . , N; P ij = P j (x i ) , i = 1, . . . , N; j = N +1, . . . , N +K.
Usually the degree K of the polynomial is quite small, and quite often it is 1, in which case the polynomial P (x) is just a constant, and this is the case that will be considered in the sequel. Micchelli [23] has shown that this system of equations is nonsingular. For large N, as is common in many applications, the computational time and memory required for the solution of the fitting equations is a significant bottleneck. Direct solution of these equations requires O ¡ N Furthermore, for rapid convergence of the iteration, the system must be preconditioned appropriately.
Considerable progress in the iterative solution of multiquadric and polyharmonic RBF interpolation was made with the development of preconditioners using cardinal functions based on a subset of the interpolating points. This approach was first proposed by Beatson and Powell [1] . Various versions of the idea have since been tried including those based on choosing a set of data near each point, a mix of near and far points, and via modified approximate cardinal functions that have a specified decay behavior [3] . An alternative group of methods that attempt to speed up the algorithm via domain decomposition have also been developed [4] .
Recently, an algorithm was published by Faul et al. [13] , which uses the cardinal function idea, and in which for each point a carefully selected set of q points was used to construct the preconditioner. In informal tests we found that this algorithm appears to achieve a robust performance, and was able to interpolate large problems in a few iterations, where other cardinal function based strategies sometimes took a large number of steps. In subsequent discussions we will refer to this algorithm as FGP05. This algorithm reduces the number of iterations required; however, its cost remains at O(N 2 ), and it requires O(N 2 ) memory. The purpose of this paper is the acceleration of this algorithm.
Similarly to many other iterative techniques the FGP05 algorithm can be accelerated by the use of the Fast Multipole Method (FMM) for the matrix vector product required at each step, making the cost of each iteration O (N log N ) or so [14] . While the possibility of the use of the FMM was mentioned in [13] , results were not reported. Fast multipole methods have been developed for various radial basis kernels including the multiquadric in R d [11] , the biharmonic and polyharmonic kernels in R 3 [18] and the polyharmonic kernels in R 4 [6] . Use of the FMM can thus reduce the cost of the matrix vector multiply required in each iteration of the FGP05 algorithm to O(N log N ).
However, there is a further barrier to achieving a truly fast algorithm using the FGP05 algorithm, as there is a precomputation stage that requires the construction of approximate cardinal function interpolants centered at each data point and q of its carefully selected neighbors (q ¿ N ). These interpolants are used to provide a set of directions in the Krylov space for the iteration. The procedure for these preliminary calculations reported in [13] has a formal complexity of O(N 2 ). Progress towards reducing the cost of this step to O(N log N ) was reported by Goodsell in two dimensions [17] . However, his algorithm relied on Dirichlet tessellation of the plane, and does not extend to higher dimensions.
In this paper we present a modification to this preliminary set up stage, use the FMM for the matrix vector product, and reduce the complexity of the overall algorithm. Section 2 provides some preliminary information on preconditioning with cardinal functions, details of the Faul et al. algorithm, and some details of the Fast Multipole Method that are necessary for the algorithms developed in this paper. Section 3 describes the two improvements that let us achieve improved performance in our modified algorithm: finding the q closest points to each point in the set in O (N log N ) time and use of the fast multipole method. Since the latter method is well discussed in other literature, we only provide some details that are unique to our implementation. In particular we present novel FMM algorithms for the multiquadric (and the inverse multiquadric) in R 2 . Section 4 provides results of the use of the algorithm. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Background.
2.1. Preconditioning using approximate cardinal functions. A long sequence of papers [1, 3, 4] use approximate cardinal functions to create preconditioners for RBF fitting. The basic iterative method consists at updating at each iteration step the approximation to the function f, s
by specifying new coefficients λ (k) j , j = 1, . . . , N and the constant a (k) . The residual at step k is obtained as
at the data points x i .To establish notation, and following FGP05, we denote as s * the function that arises at the end of the iteration process. The cardinal or Lagrange functions corresponding to any basis play a major role in interpolation theory. The cardinal function χ i corresponding to a particular data point i, satisfy the Kronecker conditions
i.e., z (l) takes on the value unity at the lth node, and zero at all other nodes. It can itself be expressed in terms of the radial basis functions
where the ζ i j are the interpolation coefficients. If we now form a matrix of all the interpolation coefficients T ji = ζ i j , then we have
where I is the identity matrix, and 1 is a row vector of size N containing ones, and a a row vector containing the coefficients a l . Thus the matrix of interpolation coefficients corresponding to the cardinal functions is the inverse of the matrix Φ, and if these coefficients were known, then it would be easy to solve the system. On the other hand, computing each of these sets of coefficients for a single cardinal function χ i (corresponding to a column of T ) by a direct algorithm is an O ¡ N 3 ¢ procedure, and there are N of these functions.
The approach pursued by Beatson and Powell [1] was to compute approximations to these cardinal functions (so that a column ζ (l) j ) is approximated by a sparse set of coefficients, say q in number, corresponding to the cardinality condition being satisfied at the point l and q − 1 other chosen points. Then the matrixT corresponding to the approximate cardinal function coefficients is used as a preconditioner in an appropriate Krylov subspace algorithm. In this case the complexity of the preconditioning step is O ¡ Nq 3 ¢ and for q ¿ N,and independent of N, this strategy, provided it converges rapidly, can lead to a fast algorithm.
Early versions of these algorithm were applied to relatively modest sized problems and the points at which the cardinality conditions were satisfied were chosen as near neighbors of the point corresponding to the row index. This strategy was observed to not work for larger sets, and various modifications were tried. The algorithm of Faul et al. [13] presents a variation that works on all tried data sets. It is described in the next section.
Remark 2.1. The FMM applies to matrices whose entries can be characterized as radial basis functions. For smoothly varying functions, the approximate cardinal functions are likely to be good approximations to the true cardinal functions. As such, the idea of using approximate cardinal functions to construct preconditioners may be of practical use in a large number of problems where the FMM can be used to accelerate matrix vector products, by using the radial basis function itself, or in the singular case, some appropriately mollified version of the FMM radial basis function.
Algorithm of Faul et al.
2.2.1. Choice of points for fitting cardinal functions. The FGP05 algorithm implements a Krylov method for the solution of Eq. (1.1). In this algorithm the point sets on which the approximate cardinal functions are constructed are chosen in a special way, so that a rapidly converging preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm is achieved. This algorithm was extensively tested in [13] , and its convergence properties established theoretically. We also tested our implementation of it practically, and found it to exhibit remarkably fast and robust convergence.
Each row of the matrix has associated with it a particular set of q or fewer points. The N + 1 × N + 1 system of equations 2.4 can be expressed as an equivalent N − 1 × N − 1 system, by eliminating λ n from the system using
To build a preconditioner we need to consider N − 1 sets of approximate RBF interpolants and associated points, L l , l = 1, . . . , N − 1, which we call L-sets. Each set contains the point corresponding to the row index we are working with and other points. To choose the first of these sets, using the inter point distances, the points that are closest to each other chosen, and one of these points is marked as the first point; q − 2 further closest neighbors of the marked points are chosen, and the marked point is removed from consideration. In the remaining N − 1 points, again the closest pair of points is chosen, one of these points is marked, and q − 2 further closest neighbors of the marked points are chosen. At each step a marked point is selected from the closest pair, a further set of closest points chosen, and a set for the marked point built. In this way the algorithm proceeds to build sets of q points, and the procedure continues till only q points remain, which forms the (N − q)th set. A further q − 2 sets of points are constructed from these points by taking q − 1, q − 2, . . . , 2 points from the remaining points, and in each case setting one of these points as the marked point, and removing it. In this way a total of N − 1 groups of points are established.
The procedure described above, though indicated as preferred, was not what is ultimately implemented in FGP05. Rather an approximate version was used. However, the procedure is nonetheless O(N 2 ), as it involves computation of pairwise distances between points. A further crucial aspect of the FGP05 procedure is that at each step the algorithm requires deletion of points being considered making the process of constructing the list of closest points a dynamic one. Now using these point sets, radial-basis function fits of the Lagrange function over these point sets, of the form
are constructed. The coefficients of the Lagrange function fit ζ (l) j are used to define the search directions in a conjugate gradient algorithm that is described below. In this algorithm, the functionz l is defined asẑ l with the constant part dropped
2.2.2. Semi norm and inner product. Given functions s and t at the data interpolation locations {x} , and having these functions interpolated using radial basis functions as
FGP05 define the following semi-norm
and inner product between two functions as
If the function values at the interpolation points are known, these inner products can be computed without any matrix-vector products, i.e., in O (N ) operations.
Krylov subspace.
The Krylov subspace considered is that induced by the operator Ξ acting on functions s that are expressible via a RBF expansion. This operator is defined using the N − 1 approximations to the cardinal functions centered at the N − 1 points that are constructedz l , and is given as
2.2.4. The preconditioned conjugate gradient iteration. Let s * be the function that is sought as the solution. Define an initial guess s (1) as
which leads to the initial residual
Two functions expressed as rBF sums are used in the iteration:
The first function, t, is constructed using the RBF approximation to the cardinal functions on the specially chosen FGP05 points, and the value of the residual at the current iteration at these points:
It is shown that
Because of this definition, the conjugacy criterion holds
The solution is advanced by a step length γ k along the conjugate direction d (k) , so that where
while the constant is updated to minimize the maximum element in the new residual vector. The choice γ k can be shown to be minimize°°s
Crucial to the implementation is the construction of the approximate cardinal functions. It is indicated in [13] that a Fortran implementation is available from Prof. Powell. Our Matlab implementation of the FGP05 algorithm is available online at http://www.umiacs.umd.edu/~ramani/fmm/FGP_RBF.
2.3. The fast multipole method for accelerating matrix vector products. There are several papers and books that introduce the fast multipole method in details [14, 15, 2] , and our purpose is not to reproduce that literature here. However, certain details of geometric data structures in the fast multipole method will be important in the initial computations necessary for the preconditioner. Our implementation of the FMM for polyharmonic radial basis functions is described in [18] , where we also provided operational and memory complexity.
The algorithm consists of two main parts: the preset step, which includes building the FMM data structure (building and storage of the neighbor lists, etc.) and precomputation and storage of all translation data. The data structure is generated using the bit interleaving technique described in [20] , which enables spatial ordering, sorting, and bookmarking. While the FMM algorithm is designed for two independent data sets (N arbitrary located sources and M arbitrary evaluation points), for the RBF fitting we will have the same source and evaluation sets of length N . For a problem size N, the cost of building the data structure based on spatial ordering is O(N log N ), where the asymptotic constant is much smaller than the constants in the O(N ) asymptotics of the main algorithm. The number of levels could be arbitrarily set by the user or found automatically based on the clustering parameter (the maximum number of sources in the smallest box) for optimization of computations of problems of different size.
Of particular use in developing the O (N log N ) algorithm for the preliminary steps are the octree data structures that are employed in the FMM. A good introduction to these are provided in Greengard's thesis [14] . Fast algorithms for computing neighbor lists, point assignment to boxes and other necessary operation in the FMM using bit-interleaving and de-interleaving operations are provided in [20] .
3. Fast algorithms. The original form of the FGP05 algorithm has a complexity of O(N 2 ) due to two reasons: first, the step of setting the data structure requires O(N 2 ) operations due to pairwise distance search to form O(N ) subsets of length O(q) for approximation of cardinal functions centered at each point, and, second, the step of matrix vector multiplication of O(N × N ) matrix by a O(N ) vector, also requires O(N 2 ) operations. As mentioned before the second step can be done using the FMM for O(N log N ) operations. In the subsections below we describe efficient O(N log N ) algorithms for both steps, which bring the FGP iterative method to O(N log N ) complexity.
3.1. Data structure for the FGP05 algorithm. While the problem of determining the closest points in a data set is a relatively well studied problem in computational geometry, no standard computational geometry algorithms that solve the particular problem required in the FGP05 algorithm. As mentioned earlier, a reason for the dramatic performance of the algorithm, as discussed in [13] is the careful selection of the points over which the cardinal function is selected. As such a selection might be useful in the construction of preconditioners with other radial basis function applications with the FMM, we provide details of this algorithm below.
3.1.1. Problem statement. While the selection of the point sets has been described above in words, we will provide a more precise mathematical statement here, mainly in the interest of establishing notation.
Given a set X of N points in d dimensional Euclidean space,
.., N and q < N build N −1 sets L j ⊂ X, j = 1, ..., N −1 satisfying the following conditions:
The number of entries in the set is called its "power", so P ow(L j ) = q for j = 1, ..., N − q + 1 and P ow(L j ) = N − j + 1 for
• Each set L j is associated with a point x ij1 ∈ L j , called the set center. All set centers are different, i j1 6 = i k1 , for k 6 = j. Further we introduce sets of set centers
In other words, the distance between the center of this set and the second element is minimal among all pairwise distances in X. Besides the set center the set consists of the q − 1 closest points to the set center.
3)
In other words, the distance between the center of this set and the second element is the minimal among all pairwise distances in X excluding the centers of the sets L 1 , ..., L j−1 .Besides the set center the set consists of q − 1 closest points to the set center for j = 1, ..., N − q + 1 and N − j + 1 closest points to the set center for j = N − q + 2, ..., N − 1. Remark 3.1. If we construct the complete inter-point distance matrix (requiring computation of N (N − 1) /2 distances), this problem can be solved simply. However this requires O ¡ N 2 ¢ time and memory.
General algorithm.
There exist fast closest neighbor search algorithms in d dimensional space of complexity O(log N ) per query. These algorithms are based on hierarchical space subdivision using k-d trees or similar ideas [24] . The cost of building a tree data structure is O(N log N ). Furthermore, an initial spatial ordering of the data requires O(N log N ) operations. However, these structures do not enable easy deletion of points.
Deletion is enabled in the heap data structure, which also requires O(N log N ) construction cost [10] . Organization of the data using heaps enables O(log N ) insertion/deletion operations for a single entry. However even with these preliminary steps the design of the actual algorithm requires several additional data structures which take care of the dynamic nature of the data (the deletions of the set center at each step). These additional structures account for the modifications of the initial set X due to deletion operations and enable O(log N ) complexity for any operation on the modified data set. Such a performance is needed for these operations, as they must be repeated O(N ) times as the cardinal point sets are built for the N − 1 centers.
We assume the initial set X consists of points randomly distributed over the computational domain, which can be enclosed by a d dimensional cube of side D. In practice this set may not be random, as the data may come imbued with a certain order because of the way it was generated. Such an order may not be desirable for the performance of the preconditioner. This is why in [13] the authors suggested an initial random permutation of all initial data. We follow this approach and to avoid additional complexity in notations we assume that such a random permutation is performed as a first step and points in X are already arranged in random order.
Let X 0 be a spatially ordered set of points from X. Spatial ordering in d dimensions, when d is not large (say d = 2 or d = 3, which is the case for most applications of the FMM) can be performed efficiently using the bit-interleaving technique. We use the same technique to generate the FMM quadtree or octree data structure. A detailed description of the bit interleaving technique can be found in [21, 20] . The ordered set X 0 can be characterized by a permutation index Π. So if x i is the i th element of X, then the jth element of X 0 , where j = Π(i) corresponds to the same point. Thus, as Π is available there is no need for additional memory to store X 0 . The spatially ordered list is needed to provide the following operations with a complexity O(log N ) for any point:
1. deletion, and, 2. q-closest point search in the subset of remaining points after the deletion of previously considered point centers. These procedures are described below separately. The second virtual set which we introduce is H, which consists of the elements of X partially ordered according to some ranking criterion R using the heap data structure [10] . This set also can be characterized completely by the permutation index H. We will operate only with first k elements of H which thus form a subset H k ⊂ H. The top (j = 1) element of H k has the highest rank. Elements below this element are arranged in a binary tree, with each leaf being outranked by its parent ("heap property"). The heap structure is needed to provide the following operations of complexity O(log N ):
1. find the highest ranked element; 2. delete the highest ranked element; 3. change the rank of an element. After performing any of these operations, the heap structure (characterized by a permutation index H) can be recovered for a cost of O(log N ) operations. The ranking which we introduce can be applied only to elements of H k . The rank R i of element x i ∈ H k is the nearness of the point to the set center. So the the closest neighbor to the top element of H k is closer (or at the same distance) than the closest neighbors to other points from H k . We need to introduce two more lists or indices. The first list can be denoted as C and C (i) is the index of the closest neighbor to x i if both these points are in H k . The second list can be denoted as C * , where
In some sense this mapping is inverse to C (i). However, as the closeness relationship is not unique, a point x i can be the closest neighbor to several points. Since this mapping is not one-to-one, C * (:, i) provides the indices of all M 
Therefore,
Now we see that there are M points on the sphere surface the pairwise distance between which is not less than the radius of this sphere. Introducing spheres of radius R = D max /2 centered at x 1 and y j , j = 2, ..., M + 1 we can see that this is equivalent to placing of M spheres of radius R around the sphere of the same radius centered at x 1 . It is well known that this number cannot exceed the kissing number. Remark 3.3. The exact kissing number is well known for dimensionalities d 6 9 and d = 24, while for other dimensionalities bounds for K (d) are established. Particularly, we have
The procedure of building sets satisfying the above requirements then can be reduced to procedures of q-closest neighbor search and deletion of found set centers from the data structures.
Initialization procedure.
• Build a hierarchical space subdivision, using the 2 d trees, and initialize data structure for neighbor search and deletion procedures;
• For j = 1 : N 1. Get the closest neighbor for point j (let this be i). This is provided by the q-neighbor search procedure for q = 1.
• Based on ranking R = −d build the heap permutation index H. Main algorithm.
• For i = 1 : N − 1 1. Find the size of set L i : q 0 = min(q, N − i + 1).
2. Find the index of the set center: j = H(1). This is the top ranked point in the heap. Find the index of the closest to j neighbor: m = C(j). 3. Find all the entries to L i . The first entry is x j , and the rest are q 0 − 1 closest neighbors, provided by the q-neighbor search procedure for q = q 0 − 1. 4. Delete point j from the hierarchical data structure for neighbor search.
Delete point j from the heap. The last procedure sets the heap length to k = k − 1 and updates the heap permutation index H. (a) Get the closest neighbor, s, for point p = C * (n, j). This is provided by the q-neighbor search procedure for q = 1.
3.1.3. Data structure for deletion operation and q-closest neighbor search using 2 d -trees. For fast neighbor search we employ 2 d -tree data structures, which for d = 2 and d = 3 are known as the quadtree and octree, respectively [25] . In the 2 d -tree we have one box at level 0 (which is a cube including all points from X), 2 d cubical boxes at level 1 obtained by division by half of the initial (parent) box along each dimension, and so on up to level l max , where we have 2 lmaxd boxes. As the data are sorted using the bit-interleaving techniques they can be easily boxed due to the hierarchical numbering system [20] , which also provides a fast way to obtain parents and neighbors for all boxes. Of course, not all the boxes may be occupied, and the "empty" boxes are not listed in the data structure. Selection of l max is dictated by the parameter q and one of the possibilities to determine l max is to define it as the level at which the finest box contains not more than q + 1 points. For every box we maintain a list of points which reside in this box. This list is dynamic and provided by an additional data structure described below. The same relates to the list of non-empty boxes neighboring to the given box. For the neighbor search procedure we use, the so called 2-neighborhoods [21] , which are cubic domains consisting at most of 5 d boxes where 5 d − 1 neighbor boxes surround the central (given) box. The selection of 2-neighborhoods is motivated by the space dimensions d = 2 and d = 3, which are in the focus of the present paper. Assume that there are q + 1 points located in some box, then for d = 2, 3 we can guarantee that for any point in the dataset, its q closest (Euclidean) neighbors are located inside the 2-neighborhood. Indeed, the maximum distance between some point and its qth closest neighbor does not exceed Dd 1/2 , where D is the box size. At the same time the minimum distance from this point to the boundary of the 2-neighborhood is 2D. As d 1/2 6 2 (which also means that the 2-neighborhood can be used for d = 4) we have such a guarantee and can use the search algorithm described below.
A complication is that the general algorithm above needs an efficient deletion procedure, so the search required to form the ith set L i is performed only on the set X\C i−1 . We resolve this issue by introducing linked lists [10] for all points and boxes in the neighborhood of each box. The point linking list, L p (2, N), is an array, where L p (1, i) is the index of point from the ordered set X 0 preceding point i and L p (2, i)
is the index of point next to i. This list is initialized by setting L p (1, i) = i − 1 and L p (1, i) = i + 1 and is updated each time as some point i should be deleted. Note that all points {i} residing in box j can be characterized by the indices of the first and the last point in this box (bookmarks), as the point linked list is available. The data structure for handling the neighborhoods is the following. For each box, i, we have a list of boxes in the 2-neighborhood of this box, N neigh (:, i), where the first index takes values from 1 to 5 d . The boxes in this neighborhood are linked in a similar way as the points in the original set. This is provided by the linked lists L n (:, i), where L n (1, i) is the relative index of the first element, L n (2, i) is the link from the first element to the second, and so on. This array is initialized as L n (m, i) = m, m = 1, ..., N n (i), i = 1, ...N b,tot , where N n (i) is the number of boxes in the neighborhood of box i and N b,tot is the total number of boxes. For conveniences we also maintain the arrays N p (i), which shows the number of points in box i, B(j), which is the index of the box containing point j, and N pn (i), which is the total number of points in the neighborhood of box i.
With these arrays the deletion of point j (index in X 0 ) and the q-closest neighbor search procedures for point j (index in X 0 ) can be described by the following algorithms.
Deletion procedure.
• Set i = B(j); n p = N p (i) − 1; exit if n p < 0 (nothing to delete), else:
(note that this should be modified for the first and the last points; also we need to update the bookmarks if the deleted point is the first or the last point in the box); N p (i) = n p .
• Set l = l max and perform the following loop while l > 1 and n p = 0 (this procedure excludes all boxes, which become empty due to point deletion): 1. For m = 1 : N n (i) (go through all boxes which are in the neighborhood of a box i)
bookmarks for box i if n p > 0). For the sake of clarity, we drop details of our procedure for updating L n (:, p), which are rather obvious, as one should reconnect the broken links caused due to the exclusion of box i. Note then that the major complexity of this algorithm is due to the loop over all boxes, for which a given box i lie in its neighborhood. This requires at most
operations (repairing links). Also it may appear
that this operation is needed for all parent boxes. If l max ∼ log N the total cost will be O(log N ), with a remark, that the updates of the neighborhood data structure is needed only when the deletion of a point results in an empty box, which then should be deleted. This situation appears relatively rarely. Otherwise, the deletion of point is computationally cheap as it requires just repairing of a broken link (2 operations) and a check/update of bookmarks (2 operations). q-Closest neighbor search.
• Set i = B(j), l = l max , n p = N p (i).
• While k < q + 1 and l > 1 perform the following loop (determine the level at which the box containing point j has at least q + 1 entries):
• Determine D max and D min which are the maximum and the minimum dis-tances from j to the boundary of box i.
• Determine all distances from point j to points in box i, which are different from j. Put them into the distance array dist and sort in the ascending order.
• If dist(q) > D min perform the following procedure for boxes p 6 = i from the 2-neighborhood of i :
min , which is the minimum distance from j to the boundary of box p. 2. If D 0 min < D max determine all distances from point j to points in box p. Union them with array dist. Sort dist in the ascending order. An informal description of the algorithm is the following. First, we are trying to find a box big enough to contain q neighbors of point j. For this purpose we consider the parent of the box, if the box does not contain sufficient number of points. This procedure is finite (at most ∼ l max . log N ). After such a box found we introduce two threshold distances D max and D min as defined above. It may happen that the closest q points to j occupying box i are closer than D min . In this case there is no need to check points from the neighborhood, since they are further than that q points, which provide the solution to the problem. On the other hand, we know that there are at least q neighbors located at distance smaller than D max . Hence there is no need to check the boxes from the neighborhood with D The above algorithm does not have O(log N ) guaranteed complexity for a single point search and an arbitrary distribution. For very non-uniform distributions an additional research is needed as the cost of search can substantially vary from point to point and it is not clear theoretically what is the overall complexity of the above adaptive scheme. 2 However, guarantees can be provided for uniform and some other typical distributions. Indeed, in the case of a uniform distribution we can assume that all boxes in the neighborhood has approximately the same number of points ∼ q. Therefore the search is performed on the set of size O(5 d q) which does not depend on N , and so the log N complexity arises only from the first step of the procedure (in practice for larger q this step is cheaper than the computation of distances due to its small asymptotic constant).
Fast multipole acceleration of the matrix vector product.
3.2.1. Polyharmonic kernels in 3D. An approach for efficient computation of sums with biharmonic kernel in R 3 , φ (r) = r, using the FMM is described in details in [18] , where we also show how this method can be extended to computation of polyharmonic kernels in R 3 , φ (r) = r 2n+1 . The major result there can be formulated as follows. The FMM for kernels φ (r) = r 2n+1 , n = 0, 1, ... can be efficiently reduced to application of n + 2 FMMs for the Laplace equation in R 3 (with kernel φ (r) = r −1 ) for which the FMM is well developed and studied. In practice the cost for the polyharmonic kernel is even smaller, as the same data structure is needed, direct summation in the neighborhood is only needed once, and only a slight modification of the translation operators is needed.
The efficiency of the FMM is determined by the length of function representation, which for polyharmonic kernel φ (r) = r 2n+1 can be referred as (n + 2) p 2 , where p is the truncation number for the equivalent Laplace equation determined by the prescribed accuracy of computations, and the cost of a single translation, which for the fastest practical methods available is O(p 3 ) (with different asymptotic constants [9, 19] ) (O(p 2 log p) methods with larger asymptotic constant are also available, e.g. [16, 12] ). In tests used in the present paper we employed our version for summations with the biharmonic kernel [18] , where we used rotational-coaxial translation decomposition of the translation operators, which result in O(p 3 ) complexity for a single translation.
3.2.2.
A novel FMM for the multiquadric kernel in R 2 . A fast multipole method for the multiquadric kernel, φ (r) = ¡ r 2 + c 2 ¢ 1/2 , in R n was presented in [11] . While this algorithm can be used for the multiquadric function in R 2 , we present a new FMM based approach to evaluate sums with the multiquadric kernel.
First, we note that representation of general functions via expansion coefficients or samples in two dimensions requires double sums or O(p 2 ) function representation length for a truncation number p (e.g. via truncated Taylor series expansions). In contrast functions that are constrained to satisfy some partial differential equation, such as the harmonic function, can be expressed with just O (p) coefficients in R 2 . General translation operators for functions with a O(p 2 ) representation can then be represented via a p 2 × p 2 truncated matrix, which results in a computational cost of O(p 4 ) per translation. For large p, methods that employ the convolutional characteristics of the translation can exploit the Fast Fourier Transform to reduce the asymptotic complexity O(p 2 log p). However, these methods will in practice not be useful for typical problems, and further suffer an inefficiency as they require zero padding. (See [16] for a discussion of this issue). The proposed method also uses O(p 2 ) representation -however, the translation cost can be reduced to O(p 3 ), which is faster than the direct translation for p ≥ 3.
The essence of the method is to extend the space dimensionality from 2 to 3 and separate the source and receiver points, even though in R 2 these points can be the same. Indeed, let x i and y j be the source and receiver in two dimensions. Their interaction is described then as
where y 0 j and x 0 i are points in R 3 and i z is the unit vector orthogonal to the original plane on which x i and y j are located. It seen then that this transform leaves the sources on the original plane, while it shifts the locations of all evaluation points by a constant displacement c, so y 0 j is located on the plane parallel to the original one (the case c = 0 is a particular, but not special, case). Therefore the problem of computation of sums with the multiquadric kernel in R 2 is equivalent to the computation of sums with the biharmonic kernel in R 3 with the sources and receivers having special locations (placed on parallel planes).
Remark 3.4. The increase of dimensionality should not frighten us and, in fact, this does not increase either the memory, or the computational cost. Indeed, in the FMM, that we use all "empty" boxes are skipped. Remark 3.5. As the sets of sources and receivers are separated by distance not less than c there is no sense in dividing the space up to levels where the size of the boxes are less than c/2 (if the division goes deeper there will be no sources in the neighborhood of the receivers and the computational cost will just increase due to additional translation operations). Remark 3.6. This method also can be successfully applied for computations of sums with the inverse multiquadric kernel φ (r) = ¡ r 2 + c 2 ¢ −1/2 in R 2 . Sums involving this kernel can be reduced to a summation with the Laplacian, kernel 1/r in R 3 .
Numerical tests.
To check the accuracy and performance of the fast algorithms and compare them with [13] we implemented the described algorithms and the FGP05 algorithm in Fortran 90 in double precision arithmetic and performed some tests on an Intel Xeon 3.2 GHz processor with 3.5 GB RAM. Performance tests were conducted using two basic random point distributions for R 2 (with the multiquadric kernel) and R 3 (with the biharmonic kernel). The parameter c for the multiquadric kernel was varied over some range. The first distribution coincides with test case A of [13] . In this case points were uniformly distributed inside a d dimensional unit sphere, we refer this case also as "A". The second distribution is substantially nonuniform, as the points in this case were uniformly distributed over the surface of a d dimensional unit sphere and so were on manifolds of lower than d dimensionality. Such distributions are typical for interpolation of curves and surfaces. We refer this case as "E". In both cases the entries of the right hand side vector were generated as random numbers uniformly distributed on [−1, 1]. We also performed several illustrative computations for some standard problems appearing in 2D and 3D computer graphics.
Preconditioner tests.
As there are new elements in the present algorithm which are related to the construction of the preconditioner (or approximate cardinal functions) and to the approximate FMM based matrix vector multiplication, we, first studied the algorithm where the matrix vector product was performed in the straightforward way.
The first test was to ensure that our implementation of the original FGP05 algorithm is correct. We found that we were able to produce results consistent with those reported in [13] . We next modified the algorithm to use the L-sets produced by our algorithm, which implement exactly what is implemented approximately in [13] . Table 1 shows the number of iterations required to converge to an accuracy ² = 10
for the test case A at different N and q. Despite the fact that for some selected values of these parameters we did several tests trying to find averages, the variation from test to test was rather small (usually within 1 iteration), so we put in the table values for a single random realization. The stability of the number of iterations for different realizations was also pointed out in [13] .
The results for case d = 2, c = 0 are very close to that reported in [13] (we checked also q = 20 and q = 40, but did not put it in the table to reduce its size). As one can see from the table the number of iterations for preconditioners produced by the both algorithms are almost the same with possible variations of a few percent in either direction.
The time required to build the L-sets and compute approximate cardinal function approximation is almost insensitive to parameter c of the multiquadric kernel, while it depends on the point distribution. Table 2 shows the CPU time (in seconds) required to build preconditioners using the original and the present algorithm for four cases (A and E, d = 2 and d = 3) at q = 30 and different N . These results are also presented in Figure 4 .1. As before, we report the timing for a single random realization, while several entries into the table were recomputed several times to insure that the variations in timing are rather small (within a couple of percent).
It is clearly seen that for N < N b , which is of order of thousands, the origi- nal algorithm performs better, as an additional overhead due to more complex data structure is needed for the present algorithm. However for N > N b the execution time for the original algorithm is scaled as O(N 2 ), while for the present algorithm it is scaled almost linearly with N . The scaling constant and N at which the present algorithm starts to perform linearly depends on the problem dimensionality and point distribution. The problem dependence of the present algorithm is stronger than for the original algorithm. We note also that due to large time required by the original algorithm for large N we did not compute the values for N > 100000 and put estimated times in parenthesis based on the fit line shown in the figure. It is seen that for large N the ratio of times for the algorithms tested can be orders of magnitude. Table 1 shows that the number of iterations decreases as the size q of the L-sets
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1.E+04 increases. So it may preferable to use larger q to reduce the iteration time. On the other hand, the time required to build the L-sets and compute cardinal function approximations increases at increasing q, which is the limiting factor to use larger q. This time depends on N and particular distribution. Theoretically, the time to build the L-sets for a fixed distribution and N should grow almost linearly with q (asymptotically as q log q; the logarithmic complexity appears due to sorting procedure used for determination of closest neighbors). The time to solve a system of q equations to build the approximate cardinal function grows ∼ q 3 as we used a standard LAPACK symmetric solver routine for this purpose. Figure 4 .2 presents actual computation times for problems A and E and d = 2 and 3 at N = 100000. It is seen that the time depends on the problem dimensionality and the largest times obtained for d = 3. We note also that an effective dimensionality of problem E for large N is rather d−1, than d, which explains the smaller times required for this problem compared to problem A.
4.2.
Tests of the algorithm with the FMM. Speeding up of the matrix vector product using approximate methods, such as the FMM, raises several issues on the accuracy, convergence, and the speed of the algorithm. The accuracy of the FMM is controlled by the truncation number p. For multiquadric functions the error of matrix vector multiplication in the L ∞ norm, ² N , decays exponentially at growing p, ² N ∼ N η −p , assuming that they contribute to the error in the worst way (no error cancellation). Actual errors usually are orders of magnitude lower than theoretical bounds and depend on the problem dimensionality and particular point distributions. Concerning convergence of the algorithm we found for given prescribed accuracy empirically numbers p * (N ) , p > p * (N ). Here p * depends on the problem the number of iterations to converge to any prescribed accuracy is the same as in the case when direct matrix vector multiplication is used. Moreover the norm of the residuals in this process do not depend on p. Despite this, because of conditioning of the matrix, the solution may converge to a solution that is not exact. The error of this solution can be evaluated for smaller N as we can check it using one straightforward matrix vector multiplication to evaluate the residual and the results can be extrapolated to larger N as we know qualitatively the dependence of the matrix vector product on N and p. Of course, the error criterion used to stop the iterative process, should be selected in some consistent way with this error. This whole issue is somewhat complex since in many application the data are noisy [8] , and the fitting equations may themselves be regularized.
Note then the tuning (optimization) of the overall algorithm is not a simple procedure. Indeed, for some prescribed error, the truncation number should be a function of N (e.g. p ∼ log CN). Based on p the optimal level of space subdivision, l max , for the FMM should be selected. The complexity of the FMM for optimal level depends on the complexity of translation procedures. For example, for the rotational-coaxial translation decomposition in some range of p for three dimensional problems this can be O(p 3/2 N ) = O(N log 3/2 N ). Furthermore one should select an appropriate q for the preconditioner. As the time to build the preconditioner depends on q and the number of iterations decays with q one can expect minima for the cost. We found that there can be several minima (e.g. we found four for N = 100000, d = 2, c = 0, problem A in range 15 6 q 6 30). Dependence of the number of iterations on N is also important. As an accurate addressing of these issues goes outside the scope of this paper, plus fundamental studies of the FMM induced matrix perturbations on the accuracy of the overall solution are required, we will further limit ourselves by presentation of several results of the algorithm performance for some test cases. Further, Faul et al. [13] indicate that their intuition is that the choice of q should be independent of problem size. Table 3 shows the CPU times required for computation of some test problems of different size. Here the CPU time includes both the time to compute the preconditioner and run the iterative process. In all cases the prescribed error was ² = 10 −3 , and p was increasing for increasing N . For example, for test case A, d = 2, c = N −1/2 we changed p from 16 to 28 as N changed from 1000 to 1000000. The parameter q in all cases was 30 (the number suggested by [13] ), which provided an acceptably small number of iterations, except of case A, d = 3, c = 0, where substantial growth in the number of iterations was observed for N > 100000. For these cases we set q = 100, which provided a substantially smaller number of iterations, and overall savings in the computational time.
Results presented in the table are also plotted in Figure 4 .3. The table shows that for all examples the cross-over point between the FGP05 and present algorithm do not exceed N =3000. One can see also that at larger N the CPU time for the FGP05 in the computed range can be fitted by O(N 2 ) dependence (in fact, it should larger than this estimate as the number of iterations slightly grow with N ). We used this fit to estimate the CPU time for the FGP05 algorithm for N > 100000, which a bit underestimates the time and put results in Table 3 in parenthesis. For the present algorithms the data can be fitted by dependences O(N α ) (one can also use fits of type O(N log β N ), which should hold if the number of iterations growth with N as some power of log N ). The constant α for our computations varies from α = 1.15 to α = 1.4, and as we mentioned there two basic reasons for this: grows of the truncation number p and the number of iterations. Also some computational overheads for larger N contribute to the total CPU time reported. As we also mentioned above optimization problems can be solved more accurately than some heuristic which we used for the illustration cases. In any case, one can see substantial speed ups achieved using the present method, which make practical computations for million point size sets (larger problems can be computed using parallel computations and larger memory).
1.E+00 .4 provides illustrations of solution of some problems from 3D and 2D computer graphics using multiquadric RBFs and the present algorithm. In the first example bunny (34834 point set) was extended to size 104502 (for points along the normal inside and outside) and after interpolation coefficients were determined the interpolant was evaluated at ∼ 8000000 points (regular spatial grid 201 × 201 × 201) from which isosurface was found using standard routines. Here we used the same settings as for problem A with d = 3 and c = 0. The computation of preconditioner took 310 s, and the iteration process 283 s. Evaluation was made using the FMM for (which required one matrix vector multiplication) and took 395 s.
In the second example 86% of 375050 pixels in a 2D color image were removed randomly. The remaining (N =51204) pixels were used to interpolate data back to the grid using the 2D multiqudaric kernel with c = N −1/2 . The results of recovery are presented in the figure. Here we used the same setting as for problem A with d = 2 and c = N −1/2 . The preconditioner should be build only once as it is suitable for all three RGB channels and it took about 30 s to perform this task. The iteration process took 75 s per channel and the final matrix-vector multiplication took 19 s. Note that three digit accuracy, that we imposed for solution is sufficient to determine the RGB intensities as they vary between 0 to 255 for each channel.
Original unstructured data RBF interpolation to regular spatial grid
Original data 86% random data loss RBF interpolation 5. Discussion and conclusion. For many dense linear systems of size the availability of an algorithm based on the fast multipole method (FMM) provides a matrix vector product with time and memory complexity that is O (N log N ) . This reduces the cost of the matrix vector product step in the iterative solution of linear systems, and for an iteration requiring k steps, a complexity of O (kN log N ) of can be expected. To bound k, appropriate preconditioning strategies must be used. However, many conventional preconditioning strategies rely on sparsity in the matrix, and applying them to these dense matrices requires computations that may have a formal time or memory complexity of O(N 2 ), which negates the advantage of the FMM. With our construction, all steps in the FGP05 algorithm have been accelerated and to have a similar formal complexity, and in practice converge in relatively few iterations. The success of this preconditioner based on the geometry of point sets for a matrix that is capable of being accelerated using the FMM should not be surprising, as the FMM itself is based on the use of computational geometry to partition the matrix vector product.
The idea of constructing preconditioned Krylov algorithms based on the cardinal functions may have wider applicability. For any regular FMM kernel function, as the discussion in Section 2.1 shows, we can construct an approximate inverse to the cardinal function expressed in terms of the kernel function. This idea bears further exploration.
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